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COMMISSION FOR WOMEN COMMITTEES

1. Advisory Committee - Assists and advises the chair, particularly as specific issues or needs arise which require attention before the next CFW meeting.

2. Programming Committee - Is responsible for establishing the types of programming which the CFW wishes to promote. Will help find speakers for monthly CFW meetings and Focus on Women brown bag lunches, organize Women's Week, and examine political and legal issues about which the CFW feels the university should be informed.

3. Networker Advisory Committee - Assists the Networker editor by proposing topics and issues which should be addressed in the newsletter and by bringing events to the attention of the editor.

4. Safety Committee - Investigates the safety conditions at UTK and makes suggestions for continual safety reform.

5. Child Care/Maternity Leave Committee - Examines the ongoing need for child care and revision of maternity leave policy. This year the committee will probably explore the problems dual career families face when one member joins the UTK faculty or staff.

6. Economic and Professional Development Committee - This newly formed committee will explore such issues as benefits, salary, and promotion.

7. Task Force Committee - This ad hoc committee will draft a list of issues to be included in a memo to the Chancellor. The memo will serve as a proposal for the University to form a Task Force on Women. Ideally, the Task Force would update the 1972 Task Force on Women and investigate the needs and concerns of UT women in the 1990's and beyond.

Please indicate which committee(s) you would like to join.

NAME

COMMITTEE(S)

Please return this form to 2012 Lake Avenue or bring it with you to the September 7th CFW meeting.